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COMMENTARY
Sky-High Gas Prices?
Hope is on the Horizon

E

verywhere you go these
days, people are discussing the high price of
gasoline. Some are changing their driving habits, others have
planned “staycations” instead of vacations this summer, and voters are demanding that the government take
some action.
Developing alternative ways to
power our vehicles has become more
important than ever, not only because
of rising gasoline prices, but also because of concerns over climate change,
as well as the need for the U.S. to stop
depending on hostile nations like Iran
and Venezuela for oil.
The truth is, there’s not a lot we can
do in the short run to fix the situation,
which is the result of a perfect storm of
economic and political circumstances –
everything from unrest in the Middle
East to increased demand by developing nations like China and India, to
speculation by commodities traders.
Alternative fuels like ethanol or
biodiesel, made from corn or other
agricultural products, were once
thought to be a long-term solution to
powering our vehicles, but it turns out
that fuel made from corn and other
agricultural products is not only expensive, but they also raise the prices of
agricultural food items. This leaves
people with the choice of feeding themselves or feeding their cars’ gas tanks. It
creates a special hardship for developing nations whose growing populations
depend on their agriculture for food. In
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U.S., studies show that if we converted
all of agricultural farms to raising products for biofuel, we would only supply
a small percentage of our current gasoline consumption needs. How much
sense does that make?
A better solution, and one we can
live with, is electric and hybrid electric
vehicles. Remember when automakers
first came out with cars like the Prius
several years ago? They weren’t very
pretty, and they were certainly not as
sexy as Hummers. However, owners of
these cars are now having a good laugh
at the expense of the gas-guzzling vehicles waiting in line to pay upwards of
$4.25 a gallon.
I recently attended a summit in Detroit, “Developing the Market and Infrastructure for Electric & Plug-In Hybrid Vehicles.” This summit, put on by
American Business Conferences,
brought together experts from all over
the world to share ideas on how to best
develop and market electric and plug-in
hybrid vehicles. Scientists and automotive engineers have been conducting research for years to find practical ways
of making our cars less dependent on
gasoline. In fact, GM, Daimler, Mercedes, BMW and other major automakers have joined efforts to conduct research at one facility and they are
sharing results with each other. As I
found out at the conference, the big automakers finally get it… our dependence on oil must come to an end.
Some of the topics discussed at the
conference were:

LYLE E. BRENNAN
Publisher

• Commercializing battery technologies & the charging infrastructure.
• Evaluating battery technology performance.
• Vehicle to grid & vehicle to home
technology.
• Standardization of vehicle charging
and Utility (Grid) Infrastructure.
A variety of options will be available for the motoring public in the
next few years. It seems that all the
major automakers have some kind of
hybrid, or electric car in the works.
Studies have shown that 78 percent of
people drive their cars less than 40
miles a day for regular use, so an electric or plug in hybrid car that can go
40 miles per day without using gasoline would greatly reduce our total
gasoline consumption. Chevy is developing a plug-in hybrid car called the
Volt, which should be available in
2010. It is designed to plug into a
common 110-volt household plug and
go 40 miles on a charge. For longer
trips, a power source will take over to
recharge the battery pack and extend
the driving range another 360 miles
using only nine gallons of gasoline.
I also made a trip to China this spring
to see how the Chinese are developing
battery-operated cars and conducting
their own research on battery technology. Chinese automaker BYD, which is
already one of the world’s top battery
suppliers, will begin selling a plug-in
hybrid sedan in China by the end of the
year and wants to bring the vehicle to
North America in three to five years.
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However, in all my travels, and all
my research, I found the success of any
plug in hybrid or electric car now or in
the future rests 100 percent with the
right battery component. The battery is
everything. We already have the proven
electric motors and all the other necessary components to achieve the rest of
the picture. So, where is our hope with
battery technology? The laptop computer helped us in this arena. We are
currently successfully using lithiumion batteries in electric cars and they
are doing a pretty decent job. But the
big winner may be located right here in
Nevada, Altairnano, located in Reno.
They seem to be the one company
everybody in the industry is watching.
Altainano has developed a battery
using nano-technology that is environmentally safe, that has three times the
power of existing batteries, low lifecycle costs, operates in extreme temperatures and lasts much longer than
batteries in use today. It can be
recharged in just a few minutes at a
high-voltage charging station or two to
four hours at a home or business.
Once again, it appears a small company with American ingenuity has
come up with a solution to problems
that have stumped large, established
corporations. Something similar happened when the Wright brothers, who
started out as bicycle builders, changed
the world of transportation because
they wouldn’t take no for an answer.
I’m proud that a Nevada company is
helping to move our economy into its
next phase when we will all be driving
plug in hybrid or electric vehicles and
won’t worry or need to be concerned
about gasoline prices. So, hang in there,
staycationers. Help is on the way, but it
is important to realize that it is up to us
to demand change.
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NEVADA’S BEST COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR

Where People Come First

Although benefits and salary are important aspects in any employment
situation, the most important consideration in job satisfaction is how people
are treated in the workplace, according to employees of Nevada’s Best
Companies to Work For.

W

hen asked why they enjoy
going to work everyday,
workers unanimously talk
about corporate cultures that value
everyone by promoting respect, independence and family values. Nominations for best companies were solicited through Nevada Business Journal’s
Web site and were then surveyed and
reviewed by Precision Opinion, a
market research company in Las
Vegas. Listed as winners for 2008, the
following 12 companies exhibit outstanding employee environments.
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Atlantis Casino Resort Spa
CEO: John Farahi
From its low-key beginnings as the
Golden Road Motor Inn in the 1970s,
with systematic expansion over the
years, Atlantis Casino Resort Spa has
blossomed into its role as one of
Reno/Tahoe’s major resorts. Guests
are accommodated in the 1,000 rooms
and suites and are entertained in
51,000 square feet of casino space.
Adjacent to the Reno-Sparks Convention Center, the resort is convenient

for convention goers. The 1,800 employees enjoy competitive benefits
along with a team approach as part of
the corporate culture, according to
Kathi Marr, food and beverage administrative assistant. “We’re part of a
family and we all contribute to the
success of the company,” she said.
Professional growth is encouraged
with tuition reimbursements and
morale is boosted through employee
recognition programs. With 24-hour a
day scheduling in most departments,
the company is able to accommodate

Cover Story: Nevada’s Best Companies to Work For

the majority of requests for flexible
work hours.
“Atlantis has always been very
helpful for anybody who has a crisis,”
Marr explained. Community service
is highly valued as employees are encouraged to volunteer for such events
as the Relay 4 Life and Toys for Tots.
“I like coming in because everybody
is friendly and communicative. You
feel you are part of something and not
just getting a paycheck,” Marr said.

lunch always provided by the company, employees are encouraged to interact on a regular basis. “Having
lunch together everyday is the one
thing that bonds us all,” she said.
With opportunities for flex scheduling, especially to accommodate family issues, employees are treated as

individuals. Benefits include employer-paid healthcare for employees and
their dependents along with life and
long-term disability insurance and a
401(k). O’Hearn has such positive
feelings about the firm that she
named her two greyhounds Bailey
and Kennedy.

Alice O'Hearn named her dogs Bailey and
Kennedy after her employers.

Bailey Kennedy
Managing Partner: John Bailey
Founded in 2001, Bailey Kennedy
has become one of the state’s most
successful law firms with a diverse
practice that includes commercial litigation, appellate advocacy, administrative law, civil litigation and public
entity defense. It represents healthcare facilities, gaming companies,
publicly traded corporations and financial institutions.
The 24 employees of the firm enjoy
a collegial and supportive atmosphere, according to legal administrator Alice O’Hearn, who has worked
with the founder, John Bailey, since
1988. O’Hearn credits the partners
for creating a culture that values
everyone’s opinion and promotes a
free exchange of ideas. “There’s no
such thing as a stupid question or a
closed door,” she explained. With
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uperior customer service has become the fable of our time. Often
touted, seldom delivered. At Sun West Bank, providing superior
service to every valued customer is not only our promise, it is
our practice. It is our personal commitment to you. So, will you be cloaked
and crowned upon your arrival at any one of our
branches? No. Will you experience a level of
customer service that, quite simply, rises far above
the rest? Royally.
For branch locations or more information call:
IN LAS VEGAS: ÇäÓ°{°ÓÓÈxÊU IN RENO: 775.333.8900

PEOPLE YOU CAN BANK ON SM
www.swbnevada.com
Member FDIC
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Clark County Credit Union
CEO: Wayne Tew
With around 39,000 members and
six branches, Clark County Credit
Union (CCCU) is a financial co-operative that has provided basic fiscal
services to select Clark County
employees since 1951. Treated as
owners and not customers, members
receive service that is designed to
bridge a lifetime of association. Sheila
Norris, a 62-year-old teller at CCCU,
said she loves her job because she’s
never worked where the atmosphere is
so much like family. “We’re all equals
and we respect each other,” she said.
When she suffered an illness several
years ago, Norris was especially
touched by how supportive her fellow
employees and management were. As
she nears the end of a career that has
included other work experience, she’s

happy to go out with a bang at CCCU.
“It’s so exciting to end my work career on this note. God saved the best
for last,” she said. CCCU employees
enjoy generous healthcare benefits,
401(k) contributions and performance
bonuses along with education and exercise programs.

forefront of modern accounting for
more than 100 years. Its global presence and expansive benefits attract
many of the best and brightest in the
field of accounting. Shira Wood, regional resource manager in Las
Vegas, said one of the high points of
her 14-year career with the company
was being able to work in Australia
for four years. She also values flex
scheduling, and has career customization which allows employees to accelerate or decelerate their career
progress. “It’s a great place to be. We
really do care for our people. They
can drive their own careers,” she said.
The 120 Las Vegas employees are encouraged to interact through community service and socialization and are
enjoying a new environmentallyfriendly office space. “I think we
work really hard, but there are benefits that offset it,” Wood said.

Deloitte LLP
Nevada Managing Partner:
Larry Krause
As the U.S. member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, the company has more than 100 offices nationwide, with more than 8,000 CPAs
accounting for nearly $10 billion in
annual revenue. The company offers
auditing, tax preparation, financial
advisory and consulting to a wide variety of industries around the world.
With roots reaching back to London
in 1898, the firm has operated on the

A singular ffocus on
employment and labor law.
It’s what sets Littler Mendelson apart from other law firms. And provides
business with unsurpassed resources to address all of its labor and employment
law needs.
With a singular focus, 60 years’ experience and more attorneys and offices
than any other firm in its field, it’s clear why Fortune 250 companies
consistently rank Littler Mendelson among the nation’s top labor
and employment law firms.

700 Attorneys + 45 National Offices = One Integrated Solution
www.littler.com
Patrick Hicks, Founding Shareholder, Nevada Offices • Wendy Krincek, Managing Shareholder, Nevada Offices

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 300, Las Vegas, Nevada 89169 •
50 West Liberty Street, Suite 400, Reno, Nevada 89501 •
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Geotechnical &
Environmental Services, Inc.
President: Greg DeSart

Employees at Fair, Anderson & Langerman participate in the Great Santa Run.

Fair, Anderson & Langerman

First Security Bank of Nevada

Co-founders: Curt Anderson
and Jill Langerman

CEO and President: Dave Moody

Applying the resources of a large
accounting firm with the personal
touches of a smaller one allows Fair,
Anderson & Langerman (FAL) to be
both big enough and small enough to
satisfy its diverse client base. In its
day-to-day operations, the company
focuses on its core values of honoring
commitments, seeking intellectual
growth, demonstrating goodwill,
showing concern for clients and striving for professional excellence.
Founded in 1988, FAL offers generous benefits to its 32 employees such
as immediate access to healthcare and
paid time off upon hiring, $1,000 for
personal growth each year, on-site exercise equipment and cash gifts on
employment anniversaries. Morale is
high partly due to the intensive hiring
process which focuses on core values,
according to Ronnie Sloan, president.
“Employee satisfaction starts with the
first interview,” she explained. The ten
percent who make it through the process
to become employees are welcomed into
the corporate culture through frequent
staff meetings, interaction with management via catalytic coaching, a formal orientation process, personal journaling and
a variety of social events to foster good
communication. “We’re the best kept secret in accounting,” Sloan said.

With two branches and around 20
employees in Las Vegas, First Security Bank of Nevada was organized by
a group of experienced bankers in
2007. A full-service commercial bank
offering business accounts and lending products among its services, First
Security also emphasizes remote capture of data.
Having experienced bank mergers
in their prior employment, the management of First Security has focused
on bringing hands-on banking to its
customers. The personal touch enjoyed by customers is also predominant with employees. “Senior management is the number one reason
we’re here. They’re proactive in making our jobs easier,” said Jason Naugle, vice president of operations.
The company has an open door policy to facilitate communication and
fosters a family-friendly environment
through benefits and sensitivity to
family issues. Naugle said he’s grateful for concerns expressed when his
three-month-old daughter had heart
surgery last year. “They were always
asking me if I wanted time off,” he
said. Even in a relatively new business, employees already feel vested,
according to Naugle. “They have trust
and faith in us and let us share in the
success of the business,” he said.

As experts on the soil and ground
water conditions in the Las Vegas Valley, Geotechnical & Environmental
Services, Inc. (GES) has provided
consulting to public and private
clients for more than 15 years. With a
focus on the future as well as the present, the company offers geotechnical
and environmental engineering, materials testing, construction inspection
and drilling. Clients can expect quick
response times because GES owns its
own laboratory which is certified by
the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials. The 50 employees enjoy a challenging work environment that emphasizes staff development and good
communication. “It’s comforting to
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come here. It’s the best job I’ve ever
had and I’ve worked a lot of places,”
said Felicia Sanders, a technical assistant. As a grandmother of eight,
she especially appreciates the support
she was given when each of the children arrived.
Along with many traditional benefits, GES offers a home loan program
which has made home ownership possible for many employees, according
to Sanders. GES also shares information with employees through a program which enables everyone to see
how the company is doing. Like many
workers, Sanders expects to be
around for awhile. “Ever since my interview two and a half years ago, it’s
gotten better,” she said.

and space law. Recognizing the importance of a dynamic work environment,
the company fosters personal growth
for all its employees.
“People are treated with respect,”
said Las Vegas-based Greg Gilbert,
administrative partner of the Nevada
offices. “We have an atmosphere of
inclusion.” Showcasing the value
placed on employees, the lengthy list

of benefits includes all the expected
perks along with adoption leave, unlimited sick leave, wellness programs and paternity leave. Through
individual involvement and the Holland & Hart Foundation the firm is
strongly committed to community
service. “It’s critical that every member contributes pro bono time,”
Gilbert said.

Holland & Hart's Las Vegas office gathers
shoes for Shoes that Fit program.

Holland & Hart
Management Committee Chair:
John M. Husband
The largest law firm in the Mountain
West, Holland & Hart, which recently
merged with Hale Lane Peek Dennison and Howard, began as a small firm
founded in Denver by Steve Hart and
Joe Holland. Its 14 offices in seven
states and Washington, D.C. include a
presence in Las Vegas and Reno. Dedicated to providing long-term client relationships, the firm offers personalized service to individuals and
businesses of all sizes. Its broad-based
practice areas include business, litigation, natural resources and specifics industries, such as mining, water quality
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Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce employees Sandy Like and Jeanette Ratcliffe enjoy a social break.

Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce
CEO: Kara Kelley
Since 1911 the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce has been a major
player in the economic climate in
Southern Nevada, with its wealth of
programs that promote, strengthen
and support business. Boasting more
than 7,000 members, the chamber is
the largest business organization in
Nevada. Serving as a model to the
businesses they interact with, the
chamber strives to be a dynamic,
psychologically healthy and productive workplace for its 65 employees.
In addition to a complete benefits
package, an awards program enhances performance and boosts
morale, according to Cara Roberts,
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public relations director. “The whole
idea is not only to honor employees,
but to get everybody thinking about
going the extra mile,” she said. The
chamber’s new environmentallyfriendly offices were designed with
significant employee input. “I felt
ownership the moment we moved in.
There’s a tremendous amount of
pride,” Roberts explained.

Nathan Adelson Hospice
CEO: Carole Fisher
As the only non-profit hospice program in Southern Nevada, Nathan
Adelson Hospice provides support for
patients who have a terminal illness
and life expectancy that is measured
in weeks or months, rather than years.

Operating from four locations, services include hospice care, pain management and spiritual support. In conjunction with The Center for
Compassionate Care, Nathan Adelson
offers bereavement counseling and
education for the healthcare industry
at its Swenson Street location.
With 300 paid employees and 200
volunteers, the company strives to
foster good communication, according to Janet Stice, senior director of
human resources. “One of the major
reasons people leave jobs is because
they don’t feel appreciated,” she explained. Employees are encouraged to
get together at a variety of social
events and are recognized during appreciation weeks and personal holidays. “The morale is shockingly
high,” Stice said. Staff meetings are
mandatory and employees frequently
meet with supervisors to discuss improvements. Because of the nature of
their work, employees are aware of
the impact they have on other people’s lives. “We see such life and
death situations with each other that
the staff also rallies around each
other,” Stice said.

Twelve Horses
CEO: David LaPlante
As a superb example of today’s innovative technology companies,
Twelve Horses has become a recognized leader in the fast-paced Web
business field since its founding in
1995 in Reno by CEO David LaPlante. In the spirit of the mythical
creatures for which the business is
named, the company empowers its
clients through interactive communication solutions. With a roster of 45
employees, Twelve Horses specializes in relationship marketing and
messaging from its headquarters in
Reno and offices in Salt Lake City,
Atlanta, Phoenix and Tampa. Clients
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are scattered around the country and
include small, medium-sized and Fortune 500 companies. Although she enjoys the company’s generous benefits,
Leilani Schweitzer, social marketing
manager, said she especially appreciates the overall corporate culture and
flex scheduling. As a single mom,
Schweitzer does a lot of work virtually. “There’s beauty in being able to
work in my pajamas,” she said.
Schweitzer also said she thrives on
the creative environment that sets employees up to succeed, rather than fail.
“It’s the best group I’ve ever been
around because they’re all very smart
and positive,” she explained. As she
continues to grow along with other
high-energy, creative employees, she
looks forward to a long relationship
with the company. “So much of our
lives is spent working so it’s important to be in the best place,” she said.

Wright Engineers’ team members participated
as volunteers in the 2007 Special Olympics
Nevada State Summer Games.

Wright Engineers
CEO: Brent Wright
From a fledging business with ten
employees founded in 1997 by Brent
Wright and Daniel Bartlett, Wright Engineers has grown to 130 employees
and offices in Las Vegas, Phoenix, Salt
Lake City and Irvine. The company
focuses on structural, civil, mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineer-

ing along with LEED certified sustainable designs. Corporate culture at
Wright values community involvement
with the company volunteering expertise and man hours to community
events and projects. Because the success of the firm relies upon its people,
they are rewarded with employer-paid
benefits which include retirement and
profit sharing along with healthcare for
themselves and their dependents.
When Leonard Ratliff, project manager, saw babies and dogs at workers’
desks, he realized it was a special place.
“I’ve found the culture very different
from any place I’ve ever been. They
make it easier to come to work than to
stay home,” he said. “The real secret to
happiness for the employees is respect,”
he said.
Jeanne Lauf Walpole is a freelance
writer based in Northern Nevada.
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BUSINESS UP FRONT
401(k) Participants
Invest in Equities

T

he average U.S. household invests about 55 percent of its
401(k) or other defined contribution
plan assets in common stocks. Many
Americans are investing all or nothing
in equities, due to a host of factors, including education level and marital
status, according to a new analysis of
government data by Watson Wyatt
Worldwide, a consulting firm. The
analysis found a wide variation in investment behavior. While almost 20
percent of working households allocated nothing to equities in their retirement accounts, more than 25 per-

cent were “all in,” allocating 100 percent of their defined contribution plan
assets to equities. Various factors are
correlated with the likelihood of
401(k) plan participants’ investing in
equities, according to the analysis.
Plan participants who are younger,
better educated, risk-tolerant, in the
private sector with a pension plan and
who engage in long-financial planning
hold a larger share of equities in their
retirement accounts then do others.

Small Businesses
Help Avoid Recession

T

he U.S. small business economy
showed better than expected

growth, suggesting that small business owners may have played a pivotal role in helping the country steer
clear of recession. The average small
business in the U.S. increased in size
by 0.3 percent.
Average small business salaries
dropped 0.1 percent, further eroding
small business employee purchasing
power at a time when gas and food
prices are rising. The average annualized small business employee
salary is $32,528.07. On a regional
basis, the Midwest, Northeast and
South experienced hiring growth,
however, the West did not. Average
salaries declined in all four regions,
with the largest salary drops occurring in the South. On a year-to-date
basis, each region except the West remains in positive territory with respect to hiring.

It’s Okay to Share
Political Views at Work

T

Lack of Support for Working
Adults Attending College

A

new report compares how
states perform on educating
adults, and shows that significant numbers of Americans have
been left behind. In 35 states, more
than 60 percent of the adult popula-
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alking politics has long been considered taboo at the office, but a
new survey, developed by OfficeTeam, shows workers aren’t afraid
to play pundit at work. Sixty seven
percent of respondents said engaging
in political debate is acceptable, within reason. Another 14 percent actually
invite these conversations, and four in
10 workers polled said discussing political campaigns and candidates is
common practice. Thirty nine percent
said they often discuss the upcoming
presidential election and campaigns
while on the job, while only 2 percent
said they do not discuss political campaigns at work.

FACE TO FACE
Type of business: Personality-Type Train-

Who inspired you to get into the business?

ings and Products

My husband and I developed The PEOPLE Process together out of a desire to
teach others what we found so enlightening in our personal and business relationships.

Describe your leadership style:

Analytical and innovative, recognizing
ideas and possibilities.

Pamela Hollister
Owner
The PEOPLE Process
Las Vegas

Number of Employees: 2
Years in Nevada: 18
Years with Firm: 20

Biggest Business Challenge:

Getting the word out about the company.
Best Business Advice:

Learn all you can about yourself and
other people – how you/they gather information, make decisions and take action. That’s empowerment because
you’ll understand what motivates you
and others.

Describe your leadership style:

Hands off. I believe in hiring good people and letting them do the job you hired
them for. I lead through vision, by building a team with a unified philosophy and
a common set of goals, and working collectively to achieve it.

How important are personality tests for new
employees and company culture?

Personality tests do nothing for new employees and the company culture. When
the company culture is focused on assisting all the members in understanding
each other and how to collaborate harmoniously together, employees will
come together to create solutions that
work for the strength of the company
and themselves.

ity, trust and respect. I’ve found that happy
people are the most productive people.
Who inspired you to get into the business?

Growing up, my father was always a role
model, a mentor, an educator and a significant leader in our community who
inspired me to want to do great things.

Biggest Business Challenge:

Al G. Gourrier
President
1st Commerce Bank
North Las Vegas
Employees: 16
Years in Nevada: 15

My biggest professional challenge was
the development, organization and regulatory approval of 1st Commerce Bank.
I spent nearly two years putting the
bank together.

What is the most important thing you learned
from your parents?

Discipline, effort and preparation. Approach each day as a new day, and give it
your best – things always have a way of
working out.

Best Business Advice:

Make sure you love what you do and like
who you’re doing it with. It makes all the
hard work tolerable and the success more
enjoyable.

Years with Firm: 3

How do you retain your best and brightest
employees?

Type of business: Commercial Bank

By creating a work environment of flexibil-

When do you think the economy will turnaround?

We already have seen the beginnings of a
slight turnaround. As the housing market
continues to stabilize, the Las Vegas job
market will begin to rebound with demand. We’re optimistic about the next
twelve to eighteen months.
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SECURITY
IN THE WORKPLACE
Technology Issues Threaten Business Prosperity

N

o business owner would leave
work for the day without locking up the office first. However,
they might not think twice about leaving a workstation unsecured at
lunchtime or ensuring their firewall is
still doing its job. With malware, spyware, adware, viruses, Trojans,
worms, phishing and internal risks –
it’s time for every business to review
its IT strategy and security before a
loss occurs.
According to the 2007 Computer
Security Institute (CSI), the average
annual loss reported by U.S. companies more then doubled, from
$168,000 in 2006 to $350,424 in
2007. Financial fraud, virus losses
and system penetration by outsiders
were the three primary sources of
loss. Nearly one-fifth of companies
that suffered one or more security incidents reported they had been victims of a targeted malware attack, a
computer program or file that is designed to be malicious such as a worm
or virus, aimed exclusively at their organization.
“Most businesses can decrease the
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threat of system penetration through
the use of firewalls, intrusion-detection devices and internal security
policies,” said Frank Yoder, president
and founder of Advanced Information
Systems (AIS), a full-service technology solutions provider. “While firewalls are the key to filtering incoming
harmful content, such as DOS attacks
or floods, the majority of ‘outside’
penetration is actually enabled by a
user within the company.”

Threat from Within
An estimated 50 percent of all attacks come from employees and contractors working inside a company.
CSI’s 2007 survey reveals that insider
abuse of network access or email was
the biggest security issue, with 59
percent of respondents reporting incidents. Security breaches may result in
lost income, system downtime, lost
work time, unexpected IT expenses,
fines (particularly if a breach involves
sensitive information such as medical
records that could violate HIPAA),
legal issues (for illegal downloads and

copyright violations) and an erosion
of trust.
“All companies should have a solid
acceptable use policy in the employee
handbook that should state what the
owner wants employees to be able to
do or not do with company owned
equipment,” said Jon Perry, co-owner
and senior technology officer for
STING Surveillance, a Hendersonbased provider of security systems
and technology solutions. “Once the
owner identifies acceptable usage, it
is often up to the IT staff or vendor to
formulate and execute a plan.”
IT staff should work closely with
human resources, department heads
and executives to determine just how
much access each employee needs.
Risk must be measured against how a
business operates. “Some company
owners do not care whether an employee is instant messaging her
boyfriend on company time as long as
her work gets done, while others may
have an issue with this type of use of
their equipment,” said Perry.
Without a solid acceptable use policy in place, a business could be open-
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ing itself up to risk and liability if sensitive information gets into the wrong
hands. If an employee is using a company computer to shop online, visit
Web sites or download music and
games, there’s a chance that adware,
spyware or malware could be introduced to the network.
“Not all identity theft or security
breach problems happen from malicious intent. We are human and we
make mistakes which include pushing
the wrong button on an e-mail or simply being unaware that we are putting
our company or people at risk by
sharing too much information,” said
Adrienne Whisler, certified identity
theft risk management specialist and
owner of Identity Theft Defense Solutions, a company that helps businesses create a culture of security by providing employee training on issues
related to security and identity theft.
“Businesses need to protect themselves by showing they took reasonable steps and trained their employees
in the first place or they can be held liable, even for accidental breaches.”

A Legal Matter
Whisler says if a company does
nothing to train its employees, has no
written policies signed by the employees, and does not offer them any
kind of protection as a benefit, then
they are placing themselves at risk for
lawsuits, penalties and fines.
“Personally, I think that’s fair,” she
said. “If you have my information,
whether an employee or client, you
need to protect it and train those handling it.” From a legal perspective,
clearly written workplace computer
and Internet policies are extremely
important for any business. According
to Ann Morgan, a partner with Jones
Vargas, a Nevada law firm providing
litigation, transactional and government relations services, policies are

critical in preventing employee privacy claims.
“Claims arise where an employer relies on information from the employee’s computer in disciplining or terminating an employee,” she said. “The
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals found
that an employee who had accessed
child pornography from a workplace

computer had no expectation of privacy even though he had a lock on his office and an individual password to log
into the system. Why? His employer
had disseminated a computer use policy stating that workplace computers
were company owned and were not to
be used for activities of a personal nature. It helped the case that the
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employer told employees that it routinely monitored the employees’ Internet use and actually did so.”

Manning the Gates
Securing data is critical, but not all
businesses are monitoring activity.
The Ponemon Institute, an organization that conducts independent research and educates leaders from the
private and public sectors, released
the results of a 2007 survey that indicate businesses are facing big challenges in securing sensitive data.
Forty percent of survey respondents,
which included IT professionals
worldwide, said their organizations
do not monitor their databases for
suspicious activity or do not know if
monitoring even occurs.
Once again, insiders’ ability to
compromise data was the most seri-

ous concern, with 57 percent of respondents indicating inadequate protection against malicious insiders
and 55 percent citing data lost by internal entities.
But businesses of all sizes must be
proactive rather than reactive. Yoder
said it usually takes a tech-minded
person to understand where potential
threats are located. For smaller companies with no IT staff, a security
consultant should be brought in to
analyze existing infrastructure and
software to protect from security
breaches.
David Meteyer, vice president at
Holman’s of Nevada, a firm that provides computer hardware and supplies, and technology solutions, says
technical advances change so quickly that only a company whose singular purpose is to stay ahead of
changes in the industry is in the best

position to protect a firm whose
business isn’t technology oriented.
“When investing in an outsourced
IT company, business owners should
look for a company that is proactive
in their strategy rather than one that
employs a reactive strategy,” he said.

Mobile Devices = Big Risk
In February 2008, a laptop containing the names and medical information of 2,500 patients participating in
a clinical trial was stolen from the
locked truck of a National Institute of
Health employee’s car. The information on the laptop wasn’t encrypted.
And while the theft appeared to be
random, it nonetheless occurred just a
year after a similar theft of a laptop
from the home of a Department of
Veterans Affairs employee, raising
concerns about privacy and acceptContinued on Page 29
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Continued From Page 20
able use. Mobile devices, such as laptops, cell phones with browser capabilities, and flash drives, are high risk
for theft and loss, so businesses and
organizations must craft strong policies on what kind of sensitive information can be stored on them and
how they can or cannot be used.
“An acceptable use policy needs to
include ‘do not bring flash drives to
work.’ These drives are extremely
harmful because they can come from
anywhere, are possibly infected with
unwanted materials, and are then
given local access to your infrastructure when your employee plugs them
in,” said Yoder. “Secondarily, it allows
your employees to potentially take
important data, such as trade secrets,
out of your environment and take
them home.”
Since most computers are equipped
with CD burners or USB ports, sensitive data can be easily removed or
transferred via a flash drive or a CD.
“Having a good security plan to secure the data and restrict it at the network security level is important,”
Perry said. “Some companies may
consider disabling USB ports on certain workstations and disabling access
to email other than Outlook.”
Companies must assess how much
monitoring they are willing to do and
to what extent. This might include
tracking content, reviewing computer
files, and monitoring the Internet and
social networking sites. The latter is
to see what employees might be writing about the company on discussion
groups or blogs.

have fired employees for misusing
the Internet. Of the companies that
monitor email, 73 percent said they
use technology tools to do it while 40
percent have individuals read and review it manually.
“I would not monitor all activity,”
said Yoder. “I would monitor downloaded files, block file sharing programs and filter Web sites, but I

would not suggest monitoring all Web
sites that an employee visits. It could
create a large log file where you could
miss something more important, like
the fact that your employee is downloading large videos or MP3s from
the Internet and exposing your infrastructure to unwanted content and
your company to MPAA lawsuits.”
Perry too says the level of monitor-

Who’s Watching?
According to the 2007 Electronic
Monitoring & Surveillance Survey
from the American Management Association, more than one-fourth of
employers have fired workers for
misusing email and almost one-third
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ing is up to the business owner. He
thinks it comes down to how strict the
employer wishes or needs to be.
“Prioritize. Consider how much
money and time you want to put into
tracking and tagging employee computer use and determine if it makes
sense,” he said. “If you want to see if
your employees are going to their
MySpace pages all day, you can cer-

tainly install software that logs that
activity. It’s all up to the owner and
whether they want to take a proactive
or reactive approach.”
Whatever approach employers
choose to take, their employees
should be made aware so they will
know what is and what is not acceptable in the workplace. Training is important too, especially so they will
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say it’s relationships. At Nevada’s Premier Private and Business
Bank, we speak both languages. City National has sophisticated
international banking solutions, including foreign exchange,
letters of credit and trade financing businesses need to succeed
here in Nevada and around the world.
M

Call Paul Workman at (702) 952-4440 or Jerry Gregory at
(775) 885-1227 or visit cnb.com to find out more about City
National’s international banking solutions.

know how to detect, handle and report
suspicious behavior from others.

Social Engineering
Social engineering is a term used
for deceiving and duping people into
revealing confidential information.
The term and the practice were created by hackers who often know just as
much about human nature as they do
about cracking code. Kevin Mitnick,
the best-known and most prolific
hacker of the 1990s, was perhaps the
pioneer of social engineering. He easily gained access to countless computer networks to steal intellectual
property primarily using this method.
It works something like this: The
hacker poses as a high-ranking company employee, IT department employee or outside consultant, usually
over the phone. They shrewdly gain
the confidence and trust of an employee through charm or trickery and
coax them into revealing their password, usually to help resolve a nonexistent tech problem. If they succeed, the company’s network is
suddenly in jeopardy.
“Educating employees is the single
best defense against anyone compromising their account,” said Meteyer.
“Remember, there is no legitimate
reason why anyone should need to ask
for an employee’s password.”
Whisler suggests companies have a
policy in place that any time someone
requests the password of any employee; the employee must inform human
resources.
“I believe most businesses want to
protect their employees and their customers,” Whisler said. “Prevention is
always better than a cure, so take the
time to train your people and put
those measures in place.”
Kim Becker is a freelance writer
based in Southern Nevada.

We believe in the power of the entrepreneur.sm
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Industry Focus: Staffing Firms

R

ecently, a group of Nevadabased staffing firm executives
gathered at Cili Restaurant in
Las Vegas to discuss current challenges within the industry, including
the recruitment of qualified candidates, out-of-state recruitment, generational issues and the impact of the
economic downturn. Connie Brennan,
publisher of Nevada Business Journal, served as moderator for NBJ’s
monthly event that brings industry
leaders together to discuss issues pertinent to their professions. Following
is a condensed version of the roundtable discussion.

Recruiting Qualified
Candidates
The participants discussed the candidate selection process. They said
recruitment success depends on the
type of job – temporary or full time.

Their job is to make sure candidates
have the matching qualities and skill
sets requested by client companies.
They agreed that finding qualified
candidates for their clients is the
biggest challenge they face.

Raven Watson: We are very selective
about the candidates we represent, but
it is still challenging because those
who are unemployable are still going

We’ve Got You Covered
McFadden Insurance Agency is recognized
as a premier insurance provider based
in Southern Nevada and has cultivated a
reputation for exceptional performance
in three areas: Superior customer service,
innovative and integrated products,
and retention of the highest caliber of
professionals in the industry.

• Construction
• Personal Protection
• Business Protection
• Workers Compensation
• Surety Bonds
• Employee Benefits
• Home and Automobile
• Professional Liability

to walk in the door. Our biggest challenge is finding the qualified applicant as fast as possible, and then casually and professionally removing
ourselves from the applicants that are
not as qualified as we would like.
Robert Daniel: They may have good
skills when you look at their résumé,
but when you then interview them and
give them a number of assessments,
those skills are not reinforced. You
really have to drill down and make
sure that they have the right skill set.
Finding that individual is my biggest
challenge.
Brian Telfer: Although I think that the
skill set for the people that have been
moving here to Las Vegas has increased, it’s still hard to find that right
person for the software development,
job developers, professional placement positions, more on that side.
Cornelius Eason: Keep in mind, that
there are two sets of constituents here:
direct placement and temporary placement. Those are two separate and distinct markets. In the temporary world,
most of the candidates are unemployed, seeking entry level work, or
new to the state and trying to find their
way into the employment market. In
the direct placement world, the best
candidates are the employees who
don’t need jobs because you are going
to move that skill set to another client.

Out-of-State Job Recruitment
Depending on the type of job
staffing firms are recruiting, about 50
percent of recruitment is done out of
the state. Many higher executive level
jobs are relocation opportunities and
the entry level jobs are done in Nevada. They said that booming industries
require them to search out-of-state for
candidates.

Carol Stieffermann: About 50 percent
6180 W. Viking Road Las Vegas, NV 89103
Tel (702) 365-9800 • Fax (702) 221-4920
www.mcfaddeninsurance.com
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of job recruitment is out of state, depending on the niche. If I am looking

Industry Focus: Staffing Firms

to fill an accounting position, I would
probably look more locally. If I am
looking for CFO-level candidates, it
would be a relocation opportunity and
the company would pay the relocation
fees. It depends again on the level of
the candidate you’re recruiting and
the niche that you’re recruiting for.
We’ve done a lot of out-of-state recruiting for the construction industry.
But for other niches, we look to local
candidates.
Eason: As the new wave of gaming
properties open, we will have a lot
more out-of-state candidates, mostly
from Southern California, Arizona
and Utah.

pany who will give them the afternoon off. This generation knows how
to shop their skills – knowing they
are in high demand.
Linda Parven: One of the problems
that we’ve seen with Generation Y is
the way they present themselves.
Many times they will show up for an
interview displaying their tattoos and
piercings. The people hiring them are

of an older generation, therefore they
don’t receive the same opportunity as
someone who is more mature. We try
to counsel and train these individuals
on what is expected by employers.
Tom Haynie: One of the advantages of
being in Las Vegas is that it’s a retirement destination. There are large
numbers of retirees that come to the
Valley who want to do something in

Generational Issues
Staffing firm executives are also
dealing with generational issues.
One of their concerns was that Generation Y has a different work ethic
which is difficult for many supervisors to work with. They agreed that
this generation is in high demand and
in return, is also demanding. Participants agreed that it is a challenge for
baby boomers to relate to the younger
workforce.

Daniel: When you look at generations in the workplace, it’s important
to understand that Gen Y have a skill
set that’s very much in need. They
are tech savvy. They have been playing with computers since they could
crawl and businesses want these individuals. But there’s “drama” in
many situations associated with
these individuals. It’s important to
coach these individuals on how best
they can fit into that environment.
For example, they may come in and
say, “I really like this job, but I need
Thursday afternoons off.” If you tell
them that you need them to work
Thursday afternoons and they can’t
have the day off, you run the risk of
losing the employee to another com-
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their spare time. We can put them to
work in a variety of different positions. They may be a relatively highskilled, highly-trained individual willing to work in a lower-skilled,
lower-paid position because they
want something to do. This poses
competition for the newer generation
looking for the same type of jobs.

Worker’s Compensation
The roundtable participants discussed how rising insurance and
worker’s compensation costs have affected the industry. They are concerned that staffing firms are seen as
insurance companies for client companies as they are now footing the bill
for more and more insurance.

Dehaven: The cost of worker’s compensation is increasing and companies are demanding more insurance

coverage to do business with them. In
many cases, the company wants the
staffing firm to name them as one of
the insured parties on the policy. So
you actually become their insurance
company for any liability that may
happen on their property. Our goal is
to step away from acting as our
clients’ insurance company.
Haynie: If we’re not careful, we can
be targets of worker’s comp fraud.
First day on-the-job injuries and last
day on-the-job injuries are very suspicious. We have to go in and analyze
the client’s safety programs to see
what they’ve done for safety improvements. We turn clients down because of the lack of safety for the employees because we don’t want our
employees to get injured on the job.
We don’t want our employees injured, nor do we want to pay the
worker’s comp costs.
Eason: It’s called indemnification; it

protects the client if any harm is done
on a property. Government entities
and large corporations are requesting
indemnification agreements. I think
most staffing firms around town are
resisting contracts that have indemnification clauses inside of them because it just exposes them to whatever risks happen on the customer’s site.
From that perspective, we are being
selective about the opportunities that
we take on.

Economic Impact
Participants agreed the slowdown in
the economy has affected the staffing
industry. Many valuable workers have
moved out-of-state to find work since
they couldn’t find employment in
Nevada. The executives discussed the
projects coming online and how they
will impact the state’s economy.

Stieffermann: The number of valu-
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able candidates who are moving outof-state because of the slowdown is a
huge concern. Currently, the economic condition of the state is definitely
an issue. It hurts the state as a whole
because I think we’re losing people.
Some of my niches have been more in
banking, homebuilding, commercial
construction and development. Many
people in these niches have not been
able to find work and have moved
out-of-state.
Eason: The challenge is that some of
these Strip projects that are supposed to help the state’s economy
aren’t going to happen. Those that
do open might not be able to attract
the customers that they did in the
past because of the state of the economy across the country. A few years
ago, a family could take $10,000 out
of their home equity line to move to
Las Vegas. But that isn’t available
anymore due to foreclosures and
tighter restrictions on bank and
mortgage loans.

Jeff LaPour, president of LaPour Partners, stands near
the company’s Element Hotel project in Summerlin.

Building Nevada: Land Developers

LAND
DEVELOPERS

How Much is Nevada’s Land Worth?

L

as Vegas-based LaPour has been
purchasing and developing land
into offices, industrial buildings
and hospitality facilities for 16 years.
Yet, the company’s executives have
chosen not to purchase property for the
past two years because of its high costs.
“It’s a difficult land environment due
to pricing and parcels,” said Jeff
LaPour, the president and chief executive officer. Like LaPour, many Nevada
development firms are holding off on
buying land, either because they can
get by without doing so, or they can’t
afford it. Land owners, on the other
hand, aren’t selling or are being forced
to sell because of existing debt.
“The land buying we’re seeing is by
well-capitalized groups looking for
significant discounts on prior land
prices,” said Todd McKenzie, a principal with McKenzie Properties, a
Reno-based, third-generation family
business that does commercial development, property management and
construction. Consequently, commercial development throughout the state
has slowed dramatically.

Land Costs
In January 2007, sellers of prime
commercial land (quality, well located and with freeway frontage) in
Southern Nevada were asking about
$40 per square foot, LaPour said.
Currently, asking prices for similar
properties are in the high $20s to low

$30s. In comparison, asking prices for
second- and third-tier property are
about $13 to $19 per square foot.
“The high commercial land prices
seen in the past years were overinflated, as were residential land prices,”
said John Stewart, a principal of Juliet Cos., a private commercial and residential development firm.
Residential land prices, however,
saw a much greater spike. They were as
high as $1 million-plus an acre for multifamily housing but since have
dropped to about $400,000 to $650,000
an acre, Stewart said. “I think people
really thought there wouldn’t be an end
to what tenants or home buyers could
pay,” he added. Now, prices are dropping slowly for prime properties and
more quickly for the second- and thirdtier properties. They’re expected to
continue to come down throughout the
year, experts said.
In Northern Nevada, prices have remained steady in Reno-Sparks since
the first of 2008, McKenzie said.
Prime property in the area costs about
$17 to $19 per square foot, with some
in hot locations as much as $20 to $25
per square foot. “I doubt any deals are
getting done at those prices,” McKenzie added. “I think the reality is that
prices have come down but maybe the
sellers are still wishing and hoping for
last year’s prices.”
Throughout the state, land purchases are minimal. People who don’t
have to sell, aren’t.

“We are continuing to see many
landowners realizing, whether voluntarily or forced, that this downturn has
much longer legs and will be much
deeper than what anybody anticipated,” Stewart said.
Those who are selling are being
forced to financially. For example,
Tanamera Development LLC closed
in late 2007 on a 600-acre parcel in
Spanish Springs at a reduced price because the seller was in trouble, said
Kreg Rowe, managing partner of the
commercial and residential development company based in Reno.
“Many landowners who felt like
they could sit on property and hold it
for a few years are being forced to sell
their property because they have debt
against the property,” Stewart said. “I
think we’ve seen many cases where
landowners are being forced out of
their property or to sell at a deep discount to avoid foreclosure.”
At the same time, few developers
are buying land. “There is all this
speculation and perception about
what land is or is not worth, but the
reality is there are no buyers,” Rowe
said. “There is a lot of money out
there floating around, looking for opportunities, but until the sellers get to
the point that they have no place to
go, they’re not going to sell for prices
[developers would pay].”
Those interested in buying land
tend to be both well capitalized and
seeking price discounts.
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“Folks who are actively looking at
buying land are doing deals,” Stewart
said. “They’re looking at their exit
strategy and backing into what they
can pay for the property.”
Speculators calculate how long
they’ll have to hold the property, what
they can then sell it for, the desired return on equity, and determine from
those figures what they can and will
pay for it now.
Challenges obtaining financing is to
blame for stagnant land sales, Rowe
said. The capital market is tight following the credit crunch, questionable
residential lending practices and aggressive commercial lending practices. With federal regulators pressuring or shutting down banks, many of
these institutions aren’t lending
money. Consequently, it’s difficult,
and at times impossible, to get loans.
“The problem is there’s no permanent
financing,” Rowe added. “Unless you
have somebody with some cash equity to put into a project, if you can’t get
loans, you can’t do projects, and
there’s no point in buying land.”
For Juliet Cos., which developed
many Target retail centers around the
Las Vegas Valley, the easy part of its
projects in the past has always been
putting together the loans. Today,
however, it’s one of the biggest challenges. “Lenders are requiring developers to put much more equity into
deals and are requiring more stringent
guarantees,” Stewart said. “It really

puts a big damper on the ability to do
a number of projects.”
The tapering of growth and general
economic slowing have also caused
land prices to come down. “The economy is slow, and people are afraid of
it,” McKenzie said.
The residential real estate market
downturn has influenced a decrease
in commercial land prices but not as
much and not as recently as the current financing situation. A drop in
home sales means less growth and
fewer rooftops, which results in less
demand for commercial development, McKenzie said. With a decrease in demand typically comes a
decline in prices.
“The biggest impact of the residential downturn is that it has made
everyone a little more cautious,”
LaPour said. “It has made people tied
to the industry definitely reassess
their growth plans in terms of a tenant base.”

Land Availability
The available land market is tight in
both Southern and Northern Nevada.
In the south, the 21,000-acre Apex Industrial Park, located about 20 miles
north of downtown Las Vegas along
Interstate 15, has been called the last
frontier of available sizable land
chunks. That, however, is not the
case, according to Stewart. “That was
the sentiment 18 months to two years

ago when master plans were moving
full-speed ahead,” he said. “The bestlaid plans of many of these master developers are not going to come to
fruition. The truth is there’s a lot of
land around the outskirts, a lot closer
than Apex, which will develop first.”
Within the Las Vegas Valley, bordered by the mountains and U.S. Bureau of Land Management property,
several 2.5- and 5-acre parcels, as well
as some 20-, 30- and 50-acre pieces
are available. “Given the defaults on
loans of many master-planned developments in the Northwest, North Las
Vegas and all around the outskirts, I
think that land will be available for
many years,” Stewart said.
The problem, however, with land
in the Valley is the cost. “For the
most part, along the western beltway
[in Southern Nevada], you have a
very difficult time buying land that’s
priced correctly for the product that
belongs on it,” LaPour said.
In the state’s northern region, available well-located commercial land in
Reno/Sparks is scarce, Rowe said.
“Most of the good commercial got
eaten up during the good times,” he
added. “There hasn’t been a whole lot
that hasn’t been entitled.” Available
land tends to be further out from
Reno-Sparks, in places such as Spanish Springs, Fernley and Stead.

Construction Costs
Along with land costs, construction
costs overall tend to be down a bit,
particularly those associated with
labor. “As the number of projects has
declined, many contractors and subcontractors are more hungry to find
projects, and that’s caused them to reduce their quotes, bids or numbers,”
Stewart said.
Whereas labor costs have decreased,
materials costs have remained, for the
most part, steady. Yet, the prices of
some are rising and expected to con-
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tinue to rise. For example, the prices
of any materials related to petroleumbased products, such as asphalt and
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) piping, are
increasing, due to oil prices.

Effect on Developers
Given the current land prices and financing issues, few developers in either the northern or southern regions
of Nevada are developing land. “Compared to a year ago, there is less commercial development and less land
being purchased,” McKenzie said.
“Developers are shelving projects or
delaying because of uncertainty.”
The current development climate
has prompted LaPour to alter their
business practices. “It’s forced us to
be a little bit more diligent, and it’s
forced us to diversify quicker than we
may have if we had plenty of inventory,” LaPour said.
Similarly, Juliet Cos. continues to
develop large land tracts it acquired
several years ago. The company did,
however, recently close on a piece of
land it negotiated in early 2007.
“We’ve been generally conservative
or more conservative than other developers,” Stewart said. “We also are
being more conservative in our rent
and sales price projections.”
Developers have been building
more industrial and office buildings
for sale to end users, LaPour said.
“There’s been good demand, but also
it’s sometimes the only thing that
works [cost-wise], with the land
prices out there today,” he added.
In Northern Nevada, commercial
development practically is at a standstill, Rowe said. His company,
Tanamera, however, has commercial
and residential projects lined up for
which it already has obtained financing. In addition, the company has expanded its services, doing general
construction work and helping banks
manage some of their assets, for ex-

ample. “I wouldn’t say we’ll go unscathed, but we’ll be fine at the end of
the day,” Rowe said.
McKenzie Properties also is developing. Its current project is South
Creek, a nine-building, mixed-use
project located on an 8-acre south
Reno parcel McKenzie Properties
purchased in March 2005, when land
prices were on the rise. The development company paid about half the
asking price, as the property, while in
a prime location, was subject to a
homeowners association’s Codes,
Covenants and Restrictions agreement prohibiting any type of commercial development on the property. Had
the company not gotten a deal on the
price, it still would have purchased
land to develop. “We build no matter
what’s happening because it’s a longterm game for us,” McKenzie added.

What is Needed
For the commercial real estate market to pick up in Nevada, “banks need
to let loose,” Rowe said. “If the banks
are unable to start putting some
money back into the system, I think
you’re going to stay slow for a long
time,” he added. “That’s the real key
piece of the puzzle.”
In addition, the existing housing inventory needs to be absorbed. “The
region is still growing, there is too
much of a supply of homes out there,”
McKenzie said. “Once demand catches up to that supply, it will strengthen
the housing market and people will be
more confident about building.”
Southern Nevada seems headed in
that direction as home prices in the
Las Vegas area have undergone a correction, making them more affordable. In Northern Nevada, home
prices overall are coming down but
some builders are still selling homes
for drastically reduced prices. Until
this practice ends, Rowe said, the
market truly won’t shift. “When that
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stops, then we will hit bottom and,
candidly, I think we’re pretty darn
close to it right now.”
In addition, Northern Nevada
needs to attract more businesses with
higher-paying jobs, to stimulate the
economy, McKenzie added. Jobs are
less of an issue in Southern Nevada.
The explosion of jobs there, particularly as a result of the Strip developments, will continue to fuel growth,
fill homes and help turn around the
market.

What to Expect
In Southern Nevada, land costs
likely will remain static or continue
decreasing slowly throughout 2008.
“I think things are going to deteriorate further, and land prices will
continue to drop through 2008,”
Stewart said. Land prices may even
decline further than they should due

to people being overleveraged, undercapitalized and struggling to hold
out through the downturn, he added.
In the next year or so, Southern
Nevada won’t see a lot of new retail
development, Stewart predicted. The
shift from soft goods retail (clothing
and luxury items) to hard goods (necessity-based such as grocery and
drugstores) will continue. New industrial will continue to be built,
however, a shift from spec building
to more pre-leasing will likely occur.
Office product development will
continue to decrease.
The commercial real estate market
likely will rebound in the next three
years. “There will be more land activity as development kind of kick starts
again,” LaPour said. “I think for the
time being we’re probably at a pretty
good place.”
During 2008, Northern Nevada
land prices likely will follow a pat-

tern similar to that in its southern
counterpart. “Throughout the next
year, I think land prices will stay the
same, maybe slightly dip,” McKenzie
said. “Some of the land in the $20- to
$25-a-square-foot-range will come
down in price.”
Commercial development likely
won’t pick back up until the end of
2009 or the beginning of 2010, Rowe
predicted. “The market’s office and
industrial segments likely will slow.
However, we’ll see some development in terms of traditional business
hotels,” he said.
“I’m thinking that we’re getting
close to the end of the downturn, at
least on the residential side,” Rowe
said. “I believe it’s going to be slow
coming back, but every downtown
seems to work its way out.”
Doresa Banning is a freelance writer
in Northern Nevada.
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NEVADA BRIEFS
Piedmont Mining Company
Obtains Funding
Piedmont Mining Company recently received $480,500 of private funding. The funding was arranged and
managed by IBK Capital Corp. of
To r o n t o . T h e o ff e r i n g t o t a l e d
3,203,331 units, with each unit consisting of one share of common stock
and one two-year warrant exercisable
at $0.26 per share. Net of commissions, the company has received
$437,255 from this funding. These
funds will be used to pursue the company's exploration program in Nevada.

the Southern Nevada Health District
(SNHD). The grant, funded over a
course of three years, will be used to
provide more than 23,000 immunizations for employees of small business
each year for three years. In addition,
it will enable SNHD to launch the
Nurse-Family Partnership program
and provide 100 high-risk families
facing first-time births with free enrollment in the new program, which
will help finance 3,000 home visits.
The grant represents approximately
16 percent of the total funding needed for these two programs.

Southern Nevada Health
District Receives $2 Million Grant

The Lili Claire Foundation
Expands Services to Reno

UnitedHealth Group and its Sierra
Health Services, Inc. business unit
have awarded a $2 million grant to

The Lili Claire Foundation has expanded its services to Reno and has
welcomed Renown Health as one of its

newest partners in providing education
and supportive services to children,
parents and communities about syndromes such as Williams Syndrome,
Autism, Down Syndrome and other
neuro-developmental conditions.

Holland & Hart LLP
Merges with Hale Lane
Holland & Hart LLP, which has
offices in seven state has merged
with Hale Lane Peek Dennison &
Howard. The combined firm will result in a total of 63 attorneys in
Nevada, making it one of the four
largest firms in the state, and a total
of 415 attorneys throughout the
country. The firm will maintain the
name Holland & Hart and will have
Nevada offices in Reno, Carson City
and Las Vegas.
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Retail Market Summary
1st Quarter 2008

TOTAL MARKET

Las Vegas

Total Square Feet

41,482,981 14,225,227
1,476,454

1,168,226

3.60%

8.21%

New Construction

1,394,314

136,396

Net Absorption

1,287,145

157,972

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

Las Vegas

Reno-Sparks

According to the Nevada Department
The first quarter of 2008 didn’t
of Employment, Training and Rehabilitahave as much excitement as past
tion, 101,500 retail jobs were recorded in
quarters. There were no large openMarch 2008 in Clark County, an increase
ings of new big box tenants, vacancy
of 3.5 percent, from March 2007. During
did not see a major change, and abthis 12-month period, the largest contrisorption was lack luster compared to
bution came from the General Merchanabsorption levels in 2006 and 2007.
dise & Clothing sector, with 3,000 new
Interestingly, there is a rise in vajobs added; followed by the Food & Bevcancy in the unanchored and specialerage Stores sector, with 600 new jobs
ty centers as the smaller tenants are
added and the Health & Personal Care
closing due to the tightening econoStores sector, with 200 new jobs.
my. There has also been an influx of
In first quarter 2008, the Las Vegas
requests for rent reductions in the
Valley’s anchored retail vacancy rate resmaller spaces in-lieu of closing up
mained relashop.
Antively
unchored cenchanged with
ters seem to
“The retail market was active
only a 0.2
be weatherpercentage
in the first quarter as both direct ing the ecopoint increase
nomic storm
to 3.3 perwith absorpabsorption and completions
cent. The retion a positail market
tive 90,000
maintained high levels.”
was active in
and vacancy
the first quardecreasing
ter as both direct absorption and complefrom 3.95 percent to 3.47 percent.
tions maintained high levels.
Construction slowed in the first
Completions were particularly strong
quarter with one major project, The
as 1.4 million square feet of new space
Legends at Sparks Marina, is underentered the marketplace. This increased
way with Scheel’s and Target to
the Valley’s inventory by 3.5 percent to
open fall-2008 bringing to Sparks a
41.5 million square feet. Planned space
center to be filled with entertainincreased to 1.9 million square feet.
ment, restaurants and shopping. AdSublease space represents a small but
ditionally, three smaller centers were
growing portion of the Valley’s anchored
under construction in Spanish
retail center market, rising from 48,000
Springs including Eagle Landing,
in first quarter 2007 to 107,000 in first
Pioneer Meadows and Los Altos
quarter 2008. Additionally, when the vaCrossing. Park Lane Mall stirred up
cant sublease space is added to the direct
excitement as crews completed the
vacant space, the Valley’s overall retail
demolition of the old mall to make
vacancy moved only marginally higher to
room for a re-development yet to be
3.6 percent.
announced.
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Reno

$2.05

$1.86

990,799

911,223

1,931,613

2,403,111

8,902,147

4,458,852

267,553

154,607

3.00%

3.5%

New Construction

1,244,314

58,442

Net Absorption

1,094,116

93,564

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)
Under Construction
Planned
POWER CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

$2.16

$2.39

Under Construction

450,000

411,630

Planned

687,713

1,930,695

17,380,530

2,760,288

663,358

356,171

3.80%

12.9%

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

COMMUNITY CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

0

0

-64,795

6,790

New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

$2.04

$2.05

0

59,400

711,700

14,500

15,200,304

2,819,911

545,543

126,791

4

4.5%

Under Construction
Planned
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption

150,000

0

257,824

-19,969

$2.00

$1.97

Under Construction

540,799

207,877

Planned

532,200

88,326

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Next Month: RETAIL
ABBREVIATION KEY
MGFS:

Modified Gross Full-Service

SF/MO:

Square Foot Per Month

NNN:

Net Net Net

Southern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International and
Restrepo Consulting Group
Northern Nevada analysis and statistics
compiled by Colliers International Reno
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Nevada’s Hidden Spending
Transparency Should Be Priority

S

ubpar accounting practices
in Nevada government are
making it difficult for taxpayers to learn how hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars
are spent. Months of inquiries by the
Nevada Policy Research Institute
found that off-budget spending practices are chronic at both the state and
local government levels in Nevada.
In the largest area of covert government spending, while more than
one hundred million dollars are paid
each year via outsourced contracts,
record-keeping on the spending is
often haphazard and confused, when
done at all.
In the six months from July to December of 2007, open records requests
show that the state purchasing office
spent about $40 million on 107 contracts. Information – firms hired,
amounts spent per firm, or even total
amounts spent – on 23 other contracts
would not be made available, because
officials declined to provide any data
in those cases, pointing out that “state
agencies are not required to provide
information that is not compiled or
tracked as a standard report.”
Even for known contracts reported,
however, records are often vague or
confusing. For example, “Partners in
Business” (which received $657,748)
had no accompanying explanation of
the budget items, as well as one line
item showing that the state paid a private firm $56,900 more than 11 years
for a total of 822 units of vitamin D –
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with no information available on the
size of these units. Were they 822 single capsules of vitamin D, 822 boxes
of vitamin D, 822 boxes of bottles of
vitamin D or, perhaps, some combination of these?
A second area of spending not apparent in state budgets is the money
that Nevada lawmakers allocate to
nonprofit organizations with scant reporting requirements. According to
Paul Townsend, head of the Legislative Counsel Bureau’s Audit Division,
nonprofits that receive one-time appropriations from the Legislature may
be required by the appropriating
statute to have an audit, but the audits
are otherwise not mandatory.
Significantly, state and local governments do not produce any comprehensive lists of the nonprofits they
fund or the total sums given them. In
this context, it is relevant that, though
some members of the state Legislature
have tried for approximately two
decades to tighten auditing requirements in the executive branch, their
bills have been regularly rejected by
the full Legislature.
The third important channel through
which Nevada’s state and local governments inhibit public knowledge of
spending is through off-the-record
transactions. Frequently in the news
last year was the Nevada College Savings Program, which had sidestepped
legislative oversight by routing some
$6 million in fees paid by program
participants to private firms managing

the program – rather than through the
state accounts that lawmakers specified when authorizing the program.
Millions were paid to program advisors, a law firm, and a marketing firm,
all of which received several times the
amount of money allocated to them by
the state Legislature.
Although Nevada ethics commissioners subsequently found no violations by former State Treasurer (now
Lieutenant Governor) Brian Krolicki,
legislative auditors found numerous
grievous accounting practices by the
college savings program, and the Legislature’s audit committee recommended numerous changes in Treasury practices. And because the
private program manager held millions of dollars earned through fees in
non-interest rather than interest-bearing accounts, auditors estimate that
the state lost $38,000 in otherwise
easy income.
To put these problems in context,
every dollar that the government
wastes is a dollar that a taxpayer cannot
use for her or his pressing problems.
In today’s difficult economic times,
with Nevada’s unemployment rate
over the national average, with home
values falling and food and gas prices
soaring, transparency and financial accountability reforms should be a higher priority for the State of Nevada.
Louis Dezseran is fiscal policy analyst
at the Nevada Policy Research Institute.

by Michelle Danks

TECH PAG E

Make Your Business Better

With Business Management Technology

B

usiness technology can be
the key to a well-run office, or technology can be
its Achilles heel. Most use
some kind of business management
system whether it is QuickBooks or a
more sophisticated system which
combines accounting, inventory management, Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), point of sale, or
an industry specific processing system. The key to getting the most from
this system is to make processes that
are systemized and require minimal
decision making and leave time for
normal operations.
Spreadsheets are great for calculating interest but they are not an effective
way to generate reports – use your software. Today every business management software package has a custom
report writer available, yet businesses
of all sizes are ignoring these features
by creating their business critical reports using Excel. Learning the system’s custom reporting tool and creating reports using these tools will
provide companies with huge return.
When all transactions are completed
for an accounting period, reports are
generated at the touch of a button with
data populated.
Software integration is easier than it
has ever been – do it. Most companies
have more than one business-critical
service or software application. The
most common are payroll services and
point of sale software. Both have the
ability to provide an electronic export
that can be automatically imported into
financial software.
Widely available for almost every
business application is software that will
print reports to Acrobat files, standard-

ize naming conventions, and catalog and
provide a search tool which makes files
available from your computer.
Use your financial statements as a
management tool. Make sure they are
timely and accurate. The Profit and
Loss Statement and Balance Sheet are
not just for accountants, they are a business owner’s best gauge. When a company’s processes are healthy, financial
reports are easy to generate and are
available with budget and historical
data to compare immediately.
Always calculate the “cost of the
problem” before considering a solution. Before a business decides to
change or implement a new business
management solution, determine what

the problem is costing the company.
The most important factors to consider
are time (management and staff), mistakes (multiple data entry points increase probability of error), loss (inventory control and bank reconciliation
control) and integrity (can calculations
and data be altered).
Do not shortcut on training, implementation and support. All programs are
highly sophisticated, even entry level,
and include many additional features for
their market. Success is in the process of
implementation and the selection of the
people who do the work.
Shari Farkas is president of Acuity Solutions.
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B USI N ESS I N DICATORS
units

T

he U.S. unemployment rate for
May jumped 0.5 percent, rising
to 5.5 percent. This jump sent a
signal that economic conditions
remained weak and future conditions would not improve quickly. This
prospect sent currency traders scrambling to
realign portfolios with fewer dollars. The declining dollar sent crude-oil prices up by
more than $11, a one-day increase greater
than oil cost during a period of low prices in
1998. Within a short space of 10 years, the
one-day price change exceeded the past
price level.
Having lived through a period of abundant
energy supply and stable prices, we see
stepped up world demand and tighter supplies. Crude-oil prices topped $100 a barrel
for the first time in February. Supplies are likely to remain tight over the summer months.
Should supplies increase later in 2008, as
some suggest, lower gasoline prices may
occur, absent supply disruptions, to be sure.
It is unlikely, however, that prices will return
to past levels, though, it is also difficult to see
prices remaining at current elevated levels,
higher prices seed conservation. Fear of supply disruptions and market tightness will continue to cause price variability.
China, India, and other rapidly growing
economies of Asia have increased the world
demand for oil. With more oil demanded, we
find that less is being produced. Supplies
from some more mature oil fields are slowing, such as those in the North Sea. So, it is
the forces of rising demand and constrained
supply in world markets, along with fear of
supply disruption and market tightness,
which have sent prices higher.
The unemployment rate for the Silver State
remains elevated above the U.S. rate, suggesting greater economic weakness in Nevada than in the U.S. The rates are 5.7, 5.5, and
6.0 for Nevada, Clark County, and Washoe
County, respectively.
The other Silver State indicators show negative signs, evidence of economic weakness.
Energy, housing, and credit problems have
pulled activity down. Most notable among the
other indicators is permitting activity, the first
stage in construction, which is down by double
digits for Clark County and Washoe County.
The prospects for residential construction
remain weak. A return to more normal levels
requires further adjustments, and these adjustments invariably take time. Moreover,
tightening credit standards will slow the time
to recovery, other things equal. Recent sharp
housing-price declines in Reno and Las Vegas
show needed changes are under way.

DATA
previous

latest

year ago

NEVADA

GROWTH
recent year ago
(%)

(%)

comments

Employment

1,000 employees

04/08

1,288.3

1,286.9

1,294.1

0.1

-0.4

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

04/08

5.7

5.8

4.5

-1.7

26.7

Taxable Sales

$ billion

03/08

4.305

3.621

4.480

18.9

-3.9

Trend Down

Gaming Revenue

$ million

03/08

1,038.75

1,014.82

1,054.78

2.4

-1.5

Trend Down

Passengers

passengers

03/08

4.604

4.026

4.722

14.4

-2.5

Trend Down

Gasoline Sales

million gallons

03/08

96.67

90.21

99.76

7.2

-3.1

Trend Down

Visitor Volume

million visitors

03/08

4.458

4.057

4.576

Trend Down

CLARK COUNTY

9.9

-2.6

(%)

(%)

Trend Down
Up

Employment

1,000 employees

04/08

926.9

925.5

930.3

0.2

-0.4

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

03/08

5.5

5.6

4.4

-1.8

25.0

Taxable Sales

$ billion

03/08

3.226

2.757

3.341

17.0

-3.4

Trend Down

Gaming Revenue

$ million

03/08

871.90

865.97

889.69

0.7

-2.0

Trend Down

Residential Permits

units permitted

04/08

1,156

584

2,026

97.9

-42.9

Trend Down

Commercial Permits

permits

04/08

81

59

105

37.3

-22.9

Trend Down

Passengers

million persons

03/08

4.164

3.618

4.235

15.1

-1.7

Trend Down

Gasoline Sales

million gallons

03/08

67.91

64.29

69.65

5.6

-2.5

Trend Down

03/08

3.856

3.495

3.915

10.3

-1.5

Trend Down

(%)

(%)

Visitor Volume

million visitors

WASHOE COUNTY

Trend Down
Up

Employment

1,000 employees

04/08

221.6

221.4

222.6

0.1

-0.4

Unemployment Rate

%, nsa

04/08

6.0

6.2

4.5

-3.2

33.3

Taxable Sales

$ billion

03/08

0.599

0.476

0.617

25.7

-2.9

Trend Down

Gaming Revenue

$ million

03/08

84.50

77.45

91.22

9.1

-7.4

Trend Down

Residential Permits

units permitted

04/08

123

110

250

11.8

-50.8

Trend Down

Commercial Permits

permits

04/08

5

8
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SOURCES: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation; UNR Bureau of
Business and Economic Research; UNLV Center for Business and Economic Research; McCarran International Airport; Reno/Tahoe
International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S.
Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.
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How can you recognize a problem drinker in your workplace?

It starts with little things. A spotty appearance. Poor performance. Then comes the $2,000 water bill. Stop ignoring the
obvious. Your sod landscaping has a drinking problem and it’s costing your business a bundle. Replace that sod with watersmart landscaping. Call 258-SAVE or visit snwa.com to learn how you can earn $1.50 for every square foot you convert.
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Holland & Hart is the largest law firm based in the Mountain West. The
combined firm will have more than 400 attorneys in 15 offices across
seven states and Washington D.C. Visit www.hollandhart.com for more
information on our natural partnership.
Reno
5441 Kietzke Lane, 2nd Floor*
Reno, Nevada 89511
Contact: Tim Lukas
(775) 327-3000

Carson City
777 East William Street, Suite 200*
Carson City, Nevada 89701
Contact: Tim Lukas
(775) 684-6000

Las Vegas
3800 Howard Hughes Parkway,10th Floor
3930 Howard Hughes Parkway, 4th Floor*
Las Vegas, Nevada 89169
Contact: Greg Gilbert, (702) 669-4620 or
Steve Peek, (702) 222-2500

www.hollandhart.com

*CURRENT HALE LANE OFFICES
ASPEN BILLINGS BOISE BOULDER CARSON CITY CHEYENNE COLORADO SPRINGS DENVER DENVER TECH CENTER JACKSON HOLE LAS VEGAS RENO SALT LAKE CITY SANTA FE WASHINGTON D.C.

